Abstract. Nowadays, one of the most important challenges in programming is the efficient usage of multicore processors. All modern programming languages support multicore programming at native or library level. C++11, the next standard of the C++ programming language, also supports multithreading at a low level. In this paper we argue for some extensions of the C++ Standard Template Library based on the features of C++11. These extensions enhance the standard library to be more powerful in the multicore realm. Our approach is based on functors and lambda expressions, which are major extensions in the language. We contribute three case studies: how to efficiently compose functors in pipelines, how to evaluate boolean operators in parallel, and how to efficiently accumulate over associative functors.
Introduction
The new standard of the C++ programming language supports parallel computation. Strictly speaking, it supports only low level constructs [20] . Although several libraries are available that provide high level parallelization tools for C++, there are numerous occasions when the usage of these libraries is not beneficial [2, 5, 17] . These libraries are complex and robust, their structure can be different from that of other ones and they have their own coding styles. Thus, if the programmer wants to use one of these libraries, first she needs to spend a lot of time to get familiar with it to be able to use it properly [16] . Our goal was to extend the standard library of C++ to support high level parallelization techniques. In our solution we made an effort to extend it only slightly, and to allow simple usage of our library for a programmer familiar with the STL.
The C++ Standard Template Library (STL) was developed by generic programming approach [3] . In this way containers are defined as class templates, and many algorithms can be implemented as function templates. Furthermore, algorithms are implemented in a container-independent way, so one can use them with different containers [14] . C++ STL is widely-used inasmuch as it is a very handy, standard C++ library that contains useful containers (like list, vector, map etc.), a large number of algorithms (like sort, find, count etc.) among other utilities.
The STL was designed to be extensible [4] . We can add new containers that can work together with the existing algorithms. On the other hand, we can extend the set of algorithms with a new one which can work together with the existing containers. Iterators bridge the gap between containers and algorithms [11] . The expression problem [21] is solved with this approach. STL also includes adaptor types which transform standard elements of the library for a different functionality [12] . Adaptors can modify the interface of a container, transform streams into iterators, modify the behavior of functors etc.
Functor objects make STL more flexible as they enable the execution of user-defined code parts inside the library [13] . Basically, functors are usually simple classes with an operator(). Inside the library operator()s are called to execute user-defined code snippets. This can call a function via pointer to functions or an actual operator() in a class. Functors are widely used in the STL inasmuch as they can be inlined by the compilers and they cause no runtime overhead in contrast to function pointers. Moreover, in case of functors extra parameters can be passed to the code snippets via constructor calls.
Functors can be used in various roles: they can define predicates when searching or counting elements, they can define comparison for sorting elements and property searching, they can define operations to be executed on elements of collections.
C++11, the next standard of C++, includes a new feature called lambda functions or lambda expressions [9] . Lambda expressions are able to express the functionality of a function call operator without writing explicit functor types. The call of an algorithm and the inner logic is not separated with this technique. Lambda expressions can be considered as locally defined functors. The experimental compilers generate functor types from lambda expressions. Our solution also supports lambda expressions.
It is frequently advised that one should prefer standard library to other ones. C++ programmers are familiar with the STL. Unfortunately, whereas the STL is preeminent in a sequential realm, it is not aware of multicore environment [19] .
In this paper we present our results to provide high level parallelization by extending the STL. In our research we made an effort to highly reuse the existing utilities of the STL. Different functor-related techniques are implemented to make STL a more advanced, multicore supporting library. Using our library those programmers who are familiar with STL can easily adopt our extensions, without the need to spend much time to learn it. The source code of the library can be downloaded from the http://kp.elte.hu/STLpar URL.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows how a pipeline can be effectively implemented with functors. Section 3 describes the evaluation of composite predicates in a multithreaded way. A solution which is able to select a faster evaluation technique if we use an associative computation on huge amount of data is presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
Pipeline
The algorithm for each of STL applies a functor to each element in a given range. If the functor is defined in a special way, it is able to represent the stages of a pipeline, while the algorithm for each itself feeds it with data.
We extended the STL with a new functor adaptor to help the programmer create this kind of special functor called parallel compose. This functor adapts two unary functors to a functor composition, and processes them in the following way. Assume that parallel compose adapts the functors f and g, and the input parameter is x. The result of the computation is g(f (x)). However, after f (x) is processed, the result value is passed to the functor g in a new thread. Hereby while the functor g computes its result, the functor f can start to process the next input data.
One input of parallel compose can be an another parallel compose thus it is possible to create arbitrary long functor composition.
This way the algorithm for each acts as a pipeline. The simple functors in a functor composition act as a stages of the pipeline, while the algorithm for each feeds it with data defined by the input range.
Implementation details
The core of our implementation is the parallel compose functor adaptor. Its constructor receives two unary functors that are playing role on a functor composition. Then it wraps the second argument by a thread wrapper class (described later) and starts it to run in a new thread. However, the algorithms of STL can freely copy functors, by definition. This behavior is ineligible for us because we do not want to copy a thread. To avoid this situation we allocate the thread dynamically, and store it in a type shared ptr, which is a smart pointer, provided by the new standard of C++ [15] . This ensures that all the temporarily copied parallel compose functors refer to the same thread, and the memory will be deallocated automatically.
The operator() of parallel compose invokes its first unary functor to compute the first member of the composition, and sends the result to the thread wrapper.
The member function join blocks the execution until the last element is applied on all the stages. After that it destructs the pipeline. When there is more than two stages in the pipeline, -i.e. parallel compose functors are composed in a chain -, join must be invoked for all parallel compose functors recursively. The naive method that invokes the join member function of the second argument does not work because the second argument of the last parallel compose is a different unary functor, see the example in subsection 2.2, and hence it would cause a compilation error.
We applied the SFINAE (Substitution Failure Is Not An Error) technique [22] to solve this problem. We defined a new type trait to check whether the given type is a parallel compose. Because type traits define a compile-time templatebased interface to query or modify the properties of types [10] , we can cus-tomize our code for a given type without any run-time overhead. Then we created two auxiliary join functions that can be seen below:
template<typename T> void join_aux(T& t, typename std::enable_if< is_parallel_compose<T>::value, int>::
The enable if is a template metafunction provided by the new standard. If its first template argument is true, it has a public member typedef type, equal to its second template argument; otherwise, there is no member typedef. This metafunction is used to conditionally remove the first function join aux from overload resolution based on type traits.
We invoke this join aux function in the following way:
If the second argument itself is a parallel compose functor, then our type trait returns with true, and the metafunction enable if has typedef type, thus both definitions of join aux are valid. Since the second argument is not a constant, the first join aux will be selected by the compiler, thus the join is invoked on the next parallel compose functor in a chain. However, if the second argument is a different functor, then there is no typedef type inside of enable if. This means the definition of the first join aux is invalid, thus it is removed from the overload resolution. In this case only the second join aux is left -the one which does not invoke any join -, thus that one will be selected.
The thread wrapper class wraps a unary functor, and runs it in a new thread. It has two main member functions: the receive and the operator(). The parallel compose sends the data to a thread via member function receive, and the operator() performs the computation in the new thread. The key parts of these two member functions can be seen below: The data lock is used to prevent the previous stage to overwrite the data before it is computed. It will be only unlocked when the computation of current data is finished. The main loop of operator() runs while the logical variable run is true. It waits for the data, then performs the computation, and finally unlocks the semaphore to be able to receive the next one.
This class has a kill method, which terminates the thread. First it sets run to false, and data ready to true. The second one is necessary because the operator() may be waiting for data ready. But, because run is false, there will be no false computation.
Example
The example below illustrates the way to apply our pipeline solution in a classical image processing task [6] . The image processing contains three steps: transformation, rasterization and pixel processing. These steps will be the stages of the pipeline, and the input data is a range of triangles. The hereinafter example demonstrates our approach, but it highly simplifies the problem. In real life image processing is a more complex process, and the stages can be split into more substages to improve performance [23] . 
))) ).join();
The input iterator begin and input iterator end are two iterators defining the input range of triangles. The stages are functors, thus they have to overload the operator(), which performs the computation. The pcompose is a helper function that creates a parallel compose functor object by its arguments and returns it. Helper functions simplify the creation of functors, thus they are very common in the STL, because the C++ compiler can deduce the template arguments by the type of actual parameters (e.g. std::make pair). The algorithm for each returns with the functor. Thus the last function invocation calls the join method of the functor. This synchronization step waits for the pipeline to finish the computation.
Speculative Functors
There are several algorithms in the STL that take a predicate functor as argument to decide whether an element must be processed. The predicate is a unary functor (its operator() has exactly one argument) that returns a boolean value. If the predicate returns true for a given element, the algorithm will deal with that element. The names of these algorithms have an if postfix, such as: find if, count if, remove if, replace if etc.
In many cases the predicates are very complex. As the predicate is a logical condition, it is often constructed from functors composed by logical and or logical or.
If the subexpressions composed by logical and are complex, it might worth to evaluate them in parallel. The more complex the subexpression is, the more speed-up we can achieve.
We introduce a new functor adaptor called speculative logical and, which can evaluate the subexpressions in separate threads. If one thread computes the result of its subexpression, we check whether it is false. If so, we got the result -thus, we kill the other thread, or drop its result if it is terminated already. Otherwise we wait for the result of the other thread and use both results.
Implementation details
Technically the speculative logical and is a unary functor that composes the predicates f and g in the following way: f (x)&&g(x), where x is the input parameter.
The speculative logical and receives the predicates in its constructor, which wraps them with a thread wrapper class to ensure they run in separate threads.
The work is done by the operator(). The core of its implementation can be seen below: The members of speculative logical and functor are put into an implementation class and the variable impl -a shared pointer pointing to it. This solution ensures that the functor can be copied by the STL, and that all the copies refer to the same implementation. impl is added to the thread wrappers, thus the threads can store their results into that. After one thread computes the result it sets its has result variable to true, indicating to the main thread that the data is ready.
The speculative logical and waits until one thread is ready and checks the result. If it is false, the whole result is false, thus the other thread can be killed, and false will be returned. Otherwise speculative logical and waits for the result of the other thread, that value will be returned. (That way the first argument of logical and is true, thus the result depends on the second argument.)
In practice, speculative logical or behaves similarly. The only difference is that it kills the slower thread if the result of the faster one is true.
Example
The example above shows the usage of our solution. There is a range of log entries which contains several fields, such as: timestamp, priority, user name, log message. We would like to find those entries which were created on 20.03.2011 and the message fits a given regular expression. The input iterator begin and input iterator end are two iterators defining the input range of log entries. The speculative and is a helper function to create speculative logical and functor. This helper function behaves similarly to the helper function pcompose described in the previous section.
This solution is efficient to use when the subexpressions are complex.
Associative Functors
In this section we present an approach to compute an associative operation on a huge amount of data effectively. We improve the accumulate algorithm of STL to be as effective as possible [8] . By default the algorithm accumulate computes the sum of the elements of a given range. However, we can customize the algorithm defining an own operation instead of addition. The operation is defined by a binary functor (it has two arguments) and it is an argument of accumulate [7] . If the operation is associative, we can apply the optimized version of the accumulate algorithm.
A technique is presented to overload algorithms on the associativity of their functor in [19] . This technique includes a trait type called functor traits. This type is similar to the iterator traits of STL; functor traits consist of some typedefs. It is possible to overload algorithms on the associativity of the functor based on these typedefs [18] .
Our main goal was to support the new standard proposal, where lambda expressions can replace functors. However, it is not possible to define functor traits in lambda expressions. We need to denote that an operation is associative in a different way.
Implementation details
In our solution an extra argument of a lambda expression, which has a special type, called associative, denotes that the operation is associative. Our implementation of algorithm accumulate is able to detect whether a given lambda expression has that extra argument or not. If the lambda expression is associative, the optimized algorithm [19] is chosen -otherwise we take the original one.
The example below shows the way we determine if the lambda expression has that extra argument. In this section we suppose that the range is defined by a pair of random access iterators. STL algorithms can be overloaded on iterator category easily [18] . The BinFunctor template type refers to the lambda expression, while T refers to the elements of the input range. The static field value of template type is same is true if the its two template arguments are same. We instantiate it with a type of the member function pointer of the operator() which has that extra argument and the type of the member function pointer of operator() of the current functor. If the lambda expression has the extra argument, the two types are the same. The value is computed at compile time. As C++ template metaprograms run during compilation [1] , the if statement in the example can be replaced by a template metaprogram to make our solution more efficient. That way the selection of the proper algorithm is done at compile-time. When the accumulate is instantiated by an associative functor, that functor technically is a ternary functor, -its third argument refers to the associativity. That case we need to transform it into a binary functor. The std::bind does this work, binding a dummy value to the third arguments. This solution is backward compatible to the original functor usage.
The more efficient version of the algorithm uses the following functor for the computation in a distributed way: If the range has only 1 or 2 elements, the functor calculates the associative operation, otherwise it divides the input range into two smaller ranges and starts the calculation of smaller ranges in separate threads.
The associative accumulate initializes the shared data and starts the parallel computation: 
Example
The example below shows the usage of our solution to calculate the product of the input range of integers. The first function call summarizes the input range in conventional way, while the second one applies the more effective algorithm which exploits the associativity.
Threshold
A more sophisticated and more effective implementation of the evaluation of associative operation uses a threshold parameter. This parameter defines how many elements in the range require the evaluation in a new separate thread. This parameter highly depends on the characteristic of the problem.
As the previous subsection presents, the user may not know that different implementation strategies are available according to the defined operation. However, the user just states that his own operation is associative. How the threshold parameter can be defined by user?
Two different approaches are discussed: if the operation is defined by a functor type or a lambda function.
A functor type can contain special member variables and member function that can be used by the accumulate. For convenience, an associative operation base type can be defined. This base type contains the associative typedef and the default threshold value. The user has to create a subtype, and he is able to override the threshold value. If the functor type is not subtype of the associative operation base type, but is an associative operation, the previous implementation works.
Lambda expressions cannot contain member variables and member functions. The compiler generates a simple functor class from the definition of lambda, but the generated functor is unavailable for extension. However, the possibility of lambda-defined threshold needs extensive inspection.
However, the threshold value does not belong to the definition of the associative operation from the view of modularity. It belongs to the accumulate. This means that accumulate has an extra parameter which defines the threshold value. This argument may be defined if the operation is associative. Since associativity is a compile-time information, compilation diagnostics can be emitted if the operation is not associative and threshold parameter is given by the user. If the operation is associative but no threshold is defined, the previous code does work. This scenario does not depend on if the operation is defined by functor or lambda function. Our future work includes the detailed implementation of this approach.
There are other approaches to solve this problem, but we reject them. One of them is that the associative type contains the threshold value. This can be a static value which is problematic from the view of parallelism. In the other one, the threshold value is a template argument or a member set by its constructor. Unfortunately, this makes the invocation of algorithm hard to maintain and the algorithm cannot obtain this value effectively.
Conclusion
Multicore programming is an interesting new way of programming. Although the current C++ programming language contains no constructs to write multithreaded programs, extensions and libraries can still be used. The next stan-dard of C++ includes constructs for parallel program execution. Unfortunately, these constructs are at a low level.
In this paper we argue for higher level constructs -ones at the level of the widely used C++ Standard Template Library. We implemented special functors and adaptors which support different kinds of evaluation in a multithreaded way.
-We can build up a pipeline of computations using a functor combinator.
-We can make use of speculative parallelism in the case of complex predicates. -We can take advantage of associative operations; STL algorithms can be overloaded on their operation's associativity, even if the operation is defined as a lambda expression.
A programmer familiar with the STL can easily adopt our library. 
